
Relaxing on their bed while you watch a movie

Offering a sit when you walk in the door

Checking in with you on a walk

etc. 

The behaviors that get the most attention are the ones that are repeated.

 

The goal here is to observe for and reinforce desired behaviors your dog offers

throughout the day without prompting.  Rather than always scanning and

punishing, we are going to start to say, "Yes!" to what they do well and

increase those behaviors. 

 

When we first start trying to “catch” and reinforce good behaviors, it might

feel like it takes a bit more work. However, it can quickly become a habit to

reinforce the good stuff. When we do this, our dogs start to do more and more

of the good stuff and when they're so busy offering desirable behaviors, it

leaves a lot less time for them to be rehearsing undesirable stuff. It’s simple,

pay attention and reward the behavior you want to increase.

 

Don't squander opportunities to build up behaviors you want more of! Get

into the habit of saying, "Yes!"

 

CATCHING DESIRED BEHAVIORS
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Push  – 4-5 of 5 correct – dog moves on to next step of the training plan

Drop  – Under 3 of 5 correct – dog goes back to previous step of training plan

Stick  – 3 of 5 correct – dog repeats set of 5 at current step

Split  – Interim step between previous step and new step

A simple and worthwhile habit to get into while training is using data to manage your

dog's progress and goal setting.  You want to have a clear idea of what goal they are

working toward in that session, when to make things easier, when they simply need more

practice, and when to make things harder. 

 

Using this method, you will train each step in sets of 5 and make decisions off of the data

rather than a guess on what to do next. 

The Rules:

USING TRAINING RULES: 
PUSH, DROP STICK & SPLIT
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Sit!

Sit!

Example: Goal Behavior: Sit on verbal cue within 2 seconds

PUSH
4/5 or 5/5 correct responses

to next step in training plan

Sit!

Less than 3 correct responses

DROP
to previous step in training plan

3/5  correct responses

STICK
Repeat step for another 5-set

Add split-steps if your pup gets stuck between 2 steps.



"Oops!"

A No Reward Mark is a timing aid for when our pups get it wrong. 
 

NO REWARD MARKERS

An NRM is another timing aid - usually a word or

sound that tells your dog where they got it

wrong and is followed by removal of the reward.

This will be used exclusively in training sessions

when working through a training plan.

 NRM’s are supposed to be neutral in tone and

free from disapproval; they simply “mark” the

moment of an error. Example: "Oops!"  

It’s a timing aid, and similar to the clicker, which

works to tell the dog when they get it right, an

NRM marks the moment the dog gets it wrong.

Much like a “reverse” clicker.  It marks an exact

moment in time, but instead of marking that a

reinforcer is coming it takes the possibility of

one away. 

A No Reward Mark (NRM) is going to be introduced

to our training sessions this week and used moving

forward with our training plans. 

 

Training plans are well vetted long before you get your hands on them. They've

been tested on literally hundreds of thousands of dogs. They are designed to train

up complex behaviors quickly by using incremental steps. It is in your and your

dog's best interest to follow these as designed, incorporating Push Drop Stick

rules as you train. 

TRAINING PLANS - YOUR BEST FRIEND IN DOG TRAINING
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Plain and simple, if you go rogue from the training plan, I legit can't help you.   Why?

Unfortunately, I'll have no idea what you're doing either. It's like wandering out into  the

behavior desert with no map. I'm always happy to coach if you're struggling, but I need you

to stick to the training plan as designed and when you need coaching, I need to know your

coordinates so I can get you back on the 

trail of success.

DON'T GO ROGUE,  K?


